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A strange dream

There is this Noun that is used to Verb Base Form people

Some Verb Base Form , a man is eating this very Adjective and Adjective Verb Past 

Tense Noun in a Building , which is half burnt, but looks somehow delicious by my pov. I go

into the Building with my Relationship eating an Adjective French fry. Men say I have

eaten the forbidden food and we are prepared a Adjective plate of food with some sort of fatal black rod

hidden in.

Me and my gf ran away and split, I run down a very long path and then go uphill, passing some guy I recognize

as being in an army, however he looks nothing like that. I slow down and cannot speed back up. I switch to

observer mode and dee the man jump over a log. he hid in a cave with some sort of fanatics that shot themselves

in the head after shooting their partners on their left and right, and mc is shot between the eyes. Strangely, all of

them already have bandages over their foreheads, even our mc. Our mc has a red beard and blue eyes. He is then

taken by the Calvary who then go after the girl. The girl is found and looks like the native from the lost world.

Somehow, mc slowly changes appearance into a man with short black hair. He saves his girlfriend and runs

away.

There is a sort of secretary pit like in Charlie and the choclate factory and there is some talk of planning an

attack within minutes. Switch to my pov. I am at school when the fanatics attack, most of them are somehow

disseared



after a blank spot in the dream. I walk down the hallway to the cafeteria when I see the yard ladies directing

students and warning about some of those weird people just standing there. I saw them and then walked to the

cafeteria. Mrs wilondek pats me on the head with some sort of acid, and I dump a pitcher of water on my head.

Same happens with two other women, both times which I dump water on my head. I then head out to the parking

lot. There, someone tries to chase me in her red car that looks like some sort of cherry red cobra model car

squashed into a dune buggy version. I cannot get away from her and run onto a table, where she can somehow

get me without reaching me. The surrounding pedestrians seem unconcerned. I run around the parking lot a few

more times and find someone about to get into their bright maroon car. I ask them for a ride and they reluctantly

agree, fearing that I have some sort of plague that makes people kill other people. We talk about the plague, and

I see that we are behind the storests car, which is somehow distorted and warped. We drive for a while and he is

chased by some sort of plague infected driver trying to kill us. We somehow flip around and drive into the

oncoming lane and their car is destroyed. We then drive into the next oncoming lane and I suddenly find myself

backwards in the driver's seat looking through the rear window, which was once the windshield. I flip around,

change gears and am able to save us. Both of us have steering wheels. We then are attacked by plague people

who jump onto car racks which we are able to successfully avoid. First woman jumped onto a makeshift wooden

one with thin board fillers and is successfully knocked off. We look at some more car roofs, but no one else is

there on most of them. We evade a few more attacks and are saved. We then drive to a supermarket. It is a drive

in supermarket and narrative complains that it works for those little motorized wheelchairs and motorcycles, it

does not work for SUVs because they are too short. There the man is somehow wearing one of those dresses

from



paddington that I always associate with old people, and we then go shopping. We pick up a few food items and

go to the checkout line, where we see charcoal. He picks a bag up, which turn out to be wood pellets, and some

guy in a cowboy costume tells us not to buy them. I am now sonic. We say no and he says they don't work. He

also has the plague. He tries to stop me and we get into a brief tussle and I win, yet are somehow knocked out.

During the fight, it is from man's pov. He helps sonic me and continues shopping. He is no longer wearing

strange apron. We continue shopping and are almost stopped by a bunch of ladies. At first, they think I am not

sonic because of my head spines, they may have needed silver tips or something. I wake up (as sonic) and the

narrative explains how the water feels best when it is at a perfect m, however, it is an arc. the stream moves

away, at first appearing as a sprinkler, but later as a man watering his plants. I keep asking to be watered more,

but he only gives me short splashes. I eventually offer to water his plants myself, and overwater each and every

one, even causing some sort of spring on the geraniums. I then water his almost dead roses and find an illegal

plant, which causes the plague. It was a bunch of long thorn covered vines, which had green thorns. He picks off

a thorn and squishes it contemplating. He starts attacking me, and I hurl a bowl at him, hitting him in the face.

Scuffle ensues, and I woke up.
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